Here is a step by step instruction to get touch up stain for the Sonoma or Lodge Pergolas made of Douglas Fir. This would be for the Redwood color or Mocha Color.

1) Contact a Diamond Vogel store/dealer.  
If there is not one “near” the end user they can negotiate shipping.

2) That Diamond Vogel location will need to call the Maplewood, MN store at 651-490-9434.

3) Maplewood will then provide the formula to that store and the store can mix whatever quantity of stain the end user wants.

4) The color number for the Redwood color is P-4451008

5) The color number for the Mocha color is P-9280909

6) Diamond Vogel WILL NOT share the formula with you, me or anyone outside of Diamond Vogel which is why the nearest store must contact the Maplewood location.